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By GEORGE JOHNSON
Djuric is successful. If court costs
Ex·UNM professor Jovan Djuric are awarded to Djuric, donations
and his attorney, Ro~rt Singer, would be refunded.
are discussing the possibility of
Singer and the attorneys for the
establishing a legal defense'' fund Academic
and Tenure
to cover the costs of future court Committee Freedom
have
asked
the New
action against .the UNM Regents' Mexico State Supreme Court
to
decision to involuntarily retire decide whether the Regents had
Djuric, Singer told the Lobo the jurisdiction to retire Djul'ic.
yesterday.
Chaney, attorney 'for the AFTC
'Ibe Regents voted last week
said
it is his impression ·that he
that· Djuric's ''mental health has
deteriorated to such an extent and attorney James Toulouse are
that he is no •onger able to now also working for free because
satisfactorily perform normal of a Regents' decision to deny the
AFTq funds to puque·the Djuric
teaching duties."
'Ibe decision was made over the · matter.
Singer said that because of the
protest of Djuric and the
faculty-elected Academic . Regents' move, he paid transcript
Freedom and Tenure Committee. fees-about $300-fol' the
Singer said,court Supreme Court appeal.
costs-including filing and
Roy Caton, spokesman for the
transcript fees-could ultimately AFTC said the Regents had
amount to over $1500. Currently decided "the unviersity should
·
· · not pay a committee of the
the figure if $623.
'lbe fund will not pay for legal univel'lity to sue the university."
fee.1. which Singer will charge only
He said, however, .that the
if legal action filed by him and AFTC had already paid Toulouse

..

. )i 1·AtV ,.. . ,~;a,i N kl
past legal fees before 'tnJ'n~geHt! .~
decision came.
·
•'The wheels were· slow to
grind," Caton said. "But the
action ·does set a precedent.
"It makes 'sense in a· way,"
Caton said. "Why should the
university pay to sue itself?
"But on the other hand it
seeam the university should lean
over backward to investigate
possible violations of academic
freedom.
"There are two sides to the
i.$iue."
The AFTC has taken no stand
on whether Djuric is actually
psychologically disabled. They are
protesting whether the Regents
had the '"jurisdiction -to
involuntarily retire Djuric.
Singer said he will file an appeal
in Bernalillo County District
Court this week which will deal
with whether the Regents had
sufficient evidence to retire
Pjuric, •
·

AFTC Spokesman Caton: ,.Two Sides to the Issue••
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Se.nate..Considers
Qp~niog Rec.<;>rds

Faculty Tenure
Will Be Heard

their busineis."
By ORLANDO MEDINA
Tempkin admitted that the bill
The ASUNM senate is
considering. a bill that ·would was not only designed to benefit
catalogue and open to students all studl!nts, but would also do a
good job of promoting .ASUNM to
student government records. ·
Senator Louis Tempkin, the student body.
Making the students aware of
president pro tempore ~d
sponsor of fbe bill wants fbe bill ASUNM and the job of supplying
to open the doon of student the records would be the duty of
govemment to the student body. Public· Relations Committee
!'Basically we're teying to Chairman, Joel White.
The PR . Committee was
eliminate secrecy in ltovemrrient."
Tempkin said. "This would also lfttructured during the summer to
· enable the student& to see where record ASUNM government
activities and· make the
their money is going." ·
Tempkin explained that open informatioll available to the media
records would help to eliminate and student body. .
Tempkin said the bill would
incident. of student. going to a
also
call for notification of aena~ .
committee chairpenon for a
financial accounting and being md committee meetings and that
the minutes of theae meetings
refused.
· "I was in the office of a certain 'Would, '\e distribute~ to the
chairpenon when aome student. executive "branch and the media.
These statement. are subheaded
came in,, he said. "Tiiey asked
the chairperson how much money under .'the statement that all ·
had been spent for a certain item meeting. will be ~pen to the
and he told them it was none of public.

By GAIL GO'rrLIEB
A plan to replace faculty tenure with three.year
term contracts will be on the agenda of the

..

strikes at UNM. It folded two years after
it began.
.
..The Amiatad Program shall be in
existence to provide educational and/or
vocational coune opportunities to those
areas of study that are offered in a
limited manner at UNM. In tJiis light it
shall provide a nece&lal'y and useful
liaison between the community and the
university," the bill states. ·
Barnes plan• to have pretty much the
same eoursq as offered in the original
undertaking: things like Witchcraft,
Revolutionary Non-Violence, Zen, Labor
Move menta, woYkshops on the recorder•
and relreahe~ courses in English, math
'
and· biology. All the classes wem
encouraged to be independent and were
held wherever space was available.
By FRANK BARNE'M' .
The· new Amistad will be better
A bill asking for the re-enactment of
organized, Barnes said. A committee will
the now defunct Amistad, or .l"ree
be put together consisting of a
Univenity, at UNM, has been introduced
chairperson, an as&istant chairperson to
·in the ASUNM Steering Committee by.
serve in the absence of the ~hairperson,
Sen. Annetta Barnes.
' four ASUNM members, a senator, a
The original Amistad was. formed
graduate student, a member of the
during the Kent State and Cambodia · faculty and a treasurer.

Amistad

i
1•.
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Sen. Louis Tempkin
Tempkin would like the
minutes • of the meetings to
include attendance of the
aenaton.
..1 think the information posted
should include the senators
attending meetings," he said. 'Ibis
should include the Sflllaton there
or leaving early."
'ntere has been nothing but ·
favorable reaction for the bill
according to Tempkin and he
believes the bill Will have no
trouble P818ing.
Tempkin believes the student government ia trying to show a
new face to the student body to
help bring back trust.
.

To Open
DOors?·

September 10 general faculty meeting, the Faculty
·Policy Committee voted yesterday afternoon.
The plan was ·developed by the f'tenure task
force" and was originally scheduled to be heard
during a faculty meeting last May, but was
postponed due to lack of time.
The plan, which includes the possibility of three
year term contracts and the gradual decrease of
tenure contracts, has been widely opposed by the
faculty, according to various faculty members.
While emphasizing the importance of
maintaiiting some tenured positions in order to
attract highiy qualified personnel, the tentative
draft stated that "the nonnal initial conttact at the
instructor and assistant professor.. level will be a
term appointment of three years." The term
contract would be renewable once, and "service
under tenn contracts will not be extended beyond
a total of six years.
(Continued on page 2)

Their job will be to· interview and
select the instructors and charge a small
general registration fee, which. would
probably be about one dollar. They will
also have to repOrt to the ilenate once a
semester, Barnes said.
·
The founder and first leader of
Amistad, Bemadette Chavez, was also a
senator.
While UNM was trying to get back on
its feet after the May, 1970 strike, the
Lobo quoted Dr. Chester Travelstead,
vice president ot academic affairs, as
saying, "Those many students who wish
to ~omplete their course work may
continue to do so. They may also avail
themselves o.r the Free University
offerings. A lew students may wish to
concentrate' on the Free University
·courses~ and may do lio· without undue
fX!nalty, under the action taken by the
faculty."
Amistad was originally headquartered
in the Honors Center and some classes
were held there. They then moved to
Room 108 of the SUB and called Its new
home Middle Earth Room; for a little ot

the Tolkein utopia mystique. But the
SUB director wanted them to move
~croa the mall to Mesa Vista.
By May of 1971, the number of classes
had fallen to 12, but Louis Sanchez, then
coordibator of Amistad; had high hopes
for 25 classes early in the 71·72 school
year.
"We encourage anyone to teach
anything," Sanchez said. ''Lately two or
three people a day have offered to teach
claases."
The Graduate Student Association still
helped with its financial support, but
ASUNM waa cutting its funds. This time
around, Barnea said she wants Amistad to
be directly associated with ASUNM.
Amistad was created out of a need to
bring UNM rogether to communicate
with the community, and to tejuvenate
the interests of the politically conscious
students.
u Apathy is killing us," .Sanchez said
towards the end.
•
But now with much better
organization, Barnes said she thinks UNM·
is ready for Amistad.
•
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Camp Gear Is Free
UNM students who enjoy the
pleasures of camping but can't
afford to spend the money needed
for equipment, may be happy to
hear that ASUNM will provide the
equipm!!nt free of charge this
year.
Funded by ASUNM, the
Intramural Campus Recreation
Progratn has recently purchased
about $2800 worth of
backpacking and camping gear,
including everything from
umbrella tents to baby carriers.
Larry Abraham, former senate
representative on the recreation
board and now ASUNM. Finance
Chairman said the program is in a
trial stage now, but, "It
everything works out, we hope to
expand the program to include up
to thirty or forty thousand dollars
worth o( inventory in the next
three or four years."
. Abraham said the equipment
should be available to students
within the next two weeks and
may be checked out by any UNM

student bearing a valid I.D. card.
"A minimal charge. of fifty cents
or a dollar may be required for
necessary equipment repairs," he
said.
Students will also be required to
sign a card to waive UNM of any
li a b il i t y for injuries incurred
during a camping trip.
"Students are responsible for
the equipment they take out and
may be charged for damages if the
equipment is abused," said
Abraham. "But we want'to be as
lenient as possible, and hopefully
the backpacks ·and other
equipment should last about five
years."
Some of the camping gear
available i,s: Pup tents, 9x9
umbrella tents, backpack tents,
backpacks, large and small stoves,
child carriers, snowshoes,
compasses lind shovels.
Students should , be able to
check out equipment at Carlisle
Gym within the next two weeks
(time and dates to·be announced).

"Course Announced
Women's image· in mass
Women and Media is offered by
media-and tips on changing that the UNM Women Studies program
image-can be studied in a course as Art Education 351. Taught by
offered during late registration Speech ·Communication graduate
through Aug. 30 at UNM.
student Marcia Mazria, it will

.

Faculty Tenure
(continued from page 1)
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· regular week of the Unlvenlty :r•r
and weeklr durlna the oummer -1on
b~ the Boatel of Student f.ubllcatlona of
the UniversitY of Now •••teo, and Ia
not llnanclaUy -lated with UNJI,
Seeond cluo pOOtqe paid at Albuquer•
que, New Mexico 87181. Sublcrlptlon
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The opinion• expr""""' on the edl·
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thoo!e of the author ooJely, Unoqnecl
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the view. of the Unlven~lty of Now
Mexico.
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meet Monday and Wednesday
from 3:30 to 4:45p.m.
Topics will include ahalysis of
women's images in media, skills
workshops in use of media'
equipment, surveys of alternative
media and a student project.
Students will examine . female
stereotypes in advertising, film
and publications, including case
histories, and will monitor the·
local media's portrayal of women .
Workshops will teach use of
videotape, super·S film, still
photography and studio
production. Local women will be
guest l~cturers in news,
advertising, public relations,
graphics and publishing.
Students" also will examine
feminist collectives in video, radio
and film and will be introduced to
the legal background of license
challenges and affirmative action.
As a· final project each student
will produce a film, news story or
other presentation with a
different image of women.
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Sen. Lat:{y Abraham: ·"If
everything works out, ·~.w hope to
expand the program to include up
to thirty or forty thousand dollars
worth of inventory."
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Sears
Sale Ends August 31

Math and Engineering Students

Save $12 or $50
Instant square roots with
Sears Electronic Slide Rule

/

Was $169.95 in
June, 1974

119.88

Model#5877

Sears Electronic Slide Rule 11
Pocket size 8-digit calculator with full memory. Calcu~
lates most slide rule functions quietly and accurately.
Automatic constant, percent key, floating and fixed
decimal.

Was $99.95 in ·
June, 1974

87.88

Model#5878

AC/DC 8-digit
Save $5!

Calculator

49.88

4li

'

5878

Model #5886
Features a 4-kcy memory, constant feature, uutomatic
floating decimal and a clear entry key. Gives negative
answers, basic functions, chain and mixed calculations.

LOMASit SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBAN~
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO

••

•

10-digit Calculator
with Memory

Model #5825

...........

Shown is the

•

Great selection of books on Art, Architecture,
Photography, Cooking, North American Indian

You m:ed a carpel for your dorm room your apartment or tl1at house you're sharing .•• roll-end
carp1:ting is the hest way to go. You gl:t durable, attractive carpets at a price you 11 appreciate. A good
variety of fabrics and many hcautiful colors. Shtf!S rarigc from l2x6 to 15x8.

~---~

"

!'

·'

These are just a few examples of the many carpet values!
$79.92 12x6, brown tweed mag • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••29.99
$112.38 16x7, olive, brown, orahge , , • • • .••••••••••••••• • .34.99
$152.82 l5x8, gold, multi·levelloops • • • • •••••••••••• • • • • • .39.99
$79.3112x7, orllhge, gold, green plaid • , •••••.•••••• ·; • • •• • • .26.99
$84.00 12x6., moss, shag • • • • • • • • • • ~ •••••••••• • • • • • • • .32.99
$89.25 12x7~. green plum • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••• ·••31.99
$49.89 12x6, gold tweed, multi-level • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .18.99
$59.90 15x6, royal, navy multi-level. • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••22.99
$79.14 12x6, gold shag , , ••••• , ••••••••• • • •• : • • • • • • • .31.99
$99.08 15x7, nutmeg tones, low loops , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .37.99
$95.00 12x7, gold plum ••••••••••••••••••••.••.••• • .34.99

.

•
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SAVE 60%

Phone 296-1511 for FREE In-Home Estimates

and Southwest

842-8016

Ask About Sears Convenient Credi~ Plans

Roll-End Carpet Sale .

Oak Bookshop and Gallery

I200 Rio Grande NW

With case and
adapterrl:ehargcr

74.88

Savc$5!
Full memory calculator .•. calculates most slide rule ·
functions; automatic constant, p1:rccnt key, floating and
fixed decimal.

,.

one of the·
many styles
available at.
Rhodes.
Priced from
17.95 .to '

• • •

sophisticated slide rule
calculators . . . pocket sized

This 8-digit calculator docs all this: Trigonometric func·
tions. Square roots. Quadratic equations. Pi, +/-change
sign. Raises any number to any power. Exchanges X and
Y val ucs. Radians and degrees. Performs logarithms and
hyperbolic functions.

ll's not any one thing that nlakes a Big Mac taste great.
But a lot of delicious things put together.
1Sn1t that interesting?

20, tTniveraity P.O., UNM

Albuquerque, N.M. 8'7131
Editorial Phone (506) 2774102, 2'77·4202

z
~

The tenure task force findings further
recommended that "UNM will not award
immediat;e tenure to newly appointed faculty
members except in rare cases." Requirements
concerning the granting of tenure would be made
more rigorous, specifically, "There must be
affirmative and specific evidence of excellence· in
the several categories of performance being
assessed."
~
Early retirement was also recommended, and the
task force suggested that more teachers at branch
colleges be committed to three year contracts
rather than receive tenure. Tenure held at a branch
college ·would not imply tenure on the main
ID Pickup
campus.
Recognizing the difficult time university
Deadline
professors are having in today's crowded market,
Tomorrow
the task force recommended that faculty members
who wished to retrain in another field could do so,
All students must pick up
often at the university's expense.
Calvin Hom, one of two regents on the tenure
IDs at Johnson Gym by
task force, said, "What we have been talking about
Friday, Aug. 30, 5 p.m. Those
·
bl
f
11
·
Un
not picked up will be used for
JS a pro em o enro ment leve goff. Most of our
disenrollment. Students will
faculty is either tenured or on the tenure ladder,
and we would not be very flexible to meet
not be put back in classes, but
changing student needs if we did not take some
must go through Drop/Add.
action."
If you are walking around
Most new contracts are approved by the general
campus with your Header card
faculty; however, the Regents can override a
and/or class cards, you are
faculty decision if they so desire. The findings of
NOT registered. Please return
the tenure task force are slated for discussion at
all· cards to Drop/Add in
the November meeting of th=e~R=eg:e:n:::ts:::·_________~Po:pe=jo:::y:H:a:II:F:b:ye:r:.===~~
NewMexieo
DAILY LOBO
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2421 San Pedro·Dr. N.E.
Phone 266-8113
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Co.ronado Center
•

600 CORONADO CENTER

sHoP AT sEARS AND SAVE

Satu{aetion. GuarontMl or Youl' Money Back

1Sears
I
.
SI:AU, BOIIBVCII AND CO.

l.uuisiuna al Mcmaul
296-1511

STORE HOURS
Monday thru Friday 9:30A.M. to 9:00P.M.
Saturday 9:30 .t\.M. to 7:00P.M.
Sunday Noon to 5:00P.M •
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Djuric's Retirement: ll·rrelevant Variables'·
This concerns your report, in the August 26 issue
of the Lobo, of the proceedings against Associate
Professor of Electrical Engineering Jovan Djuric
conducted by certain· Engineering faculty members
and the University Regents.
Although my knowledge of the case is limited to
the material presented in the Lobo, I nevertheless
want to express my reaction for the following
reasons:
1. The action taken raises some vital issues
concerning personnel administration at the
University that could affect not only Dr. Djuric but
all members of the University community.
2. Not speaking out unless one has a complete
grasp of all facts pertaining to personnel actions
would mean that the University would never benefit
by input from those members of the University
community who are not directly involved.
3. 14 years of practice in occupational health
and organizational psychology have given me
knowledge of current practices and standards in the
field.
To fire an employee (or, euphemistically, to force
his retirement) is the most serious personnel action
one can take since it often amounts to economic
and professional execution. Since these actions
typically lead to highly emotionaf reactions by all
parties concerned, modern personnel administrators
advocate that managers adopt a number of strict
safeguards designed to avoid possible injustices and to
safeguard the organization's reputation for fairness
. and integrity. The latter is crucial not only because

of moral considerations but also for purposes of
attracting and retaining employees of high integrity
who will not hesitate to speak their minds, to take
action and to become constructively involved in the
life of the organization.
The series of safeguards advocated center on
these questions: Did the employee sati~factorily
perform the work assigned? If not, have the
complaints been clearly conveyed in writing and has
the individual received ample opportunity to correct
hi~ or her performance?

In a word, an operational approach is adopted
that centers on work performance and such
hypothetical constructs as "mental illness," which
none of us can even define to eyeryone's
satisfaction, are not allowed to affect the
deliberations or the decision.
When I gauge the proceedings against Dr. Djuric,
as reported in the August 26 Lobo, against these
standards, I am struck by the impression that the
decision to force Professor Djuric's retirement
seemed to be based almost entirely on irrelevant
extraneous variables, while the weight of the
evidence concerning the only relevant issue, namely
performance of work assigned, pointed not only to
satisfactory but perhaps even to exceptionally good
and dedicated job performance (students who sit in
a professor's classes are obviously, better qualified to
rate performance when professor colleagues who do
not sit in the class I.
Two quotes presented in the Lobo article seem to
epitomize the proceedings: One attributed to Dr.

Senescu who reportedly said that Djuric "suffered a
severe personality disorder and should be considered
for involuntary retirement." The other one
attributed to Regent Simms: "if he is cantankerous,
he should be fired." Assuming the accuracy of these
quotes, I would pose this question to Dr. Senescu;
If some psychiatrist, whom you don't know and
didn't select, were to pronounce you a "severe
personality disorder," would you agree that you
should be involuntarily retired? Of Regent Simms
and others who agreed with the statement
attributed to him, I would ask this question: If a
handful of your colleagues decide that you are
cantankerous, should you be fired?
I recognize that I may not have all the facts and
that my remarks may therefore be partially
unfounded. Yet, to leave the issue as now reported
in the Lobo would seem obviously detrimental to
the University and its members. I would therefore
urge those who were party to the decision to have a
comprehensive account of the action against Dr.
Djuric developed by a competent and unbiased
consultant who is not connected in any way with
the University; to review the action in the light of
the consult;mt's findings and the operational work
performance standards described earlier; and to
publish the consultant's report, if the action still
seems justified, or to change the decision, if it does
not.
Joseph G. VanDenHeuvel
Counseling Psychiatrist
Counseling Center

We're All Victims Of The Debt.Structure
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
CHICAGO (KFS)-"Every time the banks raise
their interest rates on certificates of deposit, I get
more suspicious and put more money into treasury
bills. I'd rather get 5 percent less on my money and
know it's safe. I haven't worked all these years to
lose it now." So speaks one Chicago businessman,
but the nervous pessimism he expresses is general. In
places like the Metropolitan Club, where such men
come to lunch while looking down at their city
from ihe Sears Tower, there is talk of buying gold
coins and keeping them in the office safe, of owning
a piece of land to retreat to when the trouble starts.
No longer is it radicals who hypothesize fighting .
in the streets. The businessmen are seized by bloody
dreams and talk of stockpiling against the
apocalypse. Even if businessmen do indulge in
pack-thinking more than those in some other
occupations, the degree of apprehension has long
since mounted past the point that people can be
reassured by official silence.
True, the non•businessman public is not yet
· seriously alarmed, although chi·chi magazines like
"New York"l}ave begun running cover stories with
titles like "Rock Bottom in America: What It Was
Like in the Great Depression ... " Still people say,
well it can't be 1929 over again, the market hasn't
crashed. Unhappily it has, only not quite in the
same way it did 35 years ago.
"In terms of the damage done to most non-blue
chips, the ongoing market decline is already as bad •
as the 1929," writes Tom Holt, the investment
analyst whose record at calling these shots is good
enough so that he Was recently ;etained by General
Electric as a consultant. Holt continues, "Thousands

Editorial Board
Unsigned editorials teptesent a major·

ity opinion of the Daily Lobo Staff.
All other columns, cartoons and letters
represent the opinion of fbe author
and do not necessarily reflect tbc views
of the staff,
0

of individual issues have already lost over 50 per
cent of their value. It's just that the current
collapse, unlike the 1929 debacle, has been
stretched out by persistent institutional support of
the large-capitalization issues."
·
Keeping Up the Dow Jones
In other words the big investors, the pension
funds, bank trust departments, have managed to
hold up the price of the few stocks makiflg up the
Dow Jones average that gets quoted every night on
TV. Meanwhile everything else is a near wipeout.
In 1929, after the market went, the banks went.
Have they gone again, but this time in a manner that
might be disguised from the layman's eye? The
answer would have to be yes, the banking system is
probably insolvent. That doesn't mean your bank
necessarily is; but, if you take all the banks in the
aggregate, it ap1:1ears that their liabilities may be
significantly bigger than their assets.
Short of everybody ,going to the bank and
withdrawing their money to sell if it's still there,
something which would cause a panic in the best of
times, bank solvency isn't always easy to
demonstrate. It is made less so by the industry's
institutionalized secretiveness, but a careful reading
of the Federal Reserve Board's recent statistics
suggests that the Franklin Bank is by no means the
only one currently being propped up and kept out
of bankruptcy by a worried government.
Banks Are Imperiled
There are other figures which show that the
banks themselves are not only in debt from
borrowing, but that slow repayment of loans to the
banks is also imperiling them. As an example,
"Barron's Weekly" reports that the Irving Trust
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Company and three other banks had to take back
their mortgage on a new $90 million New York
office building, which was then sold at auction for
$69 million. Undoubtedly these banks had to take
part of that bath, which would be all right if it were
an isolated incident, but they're getting beaten on
all kinds of loans, ranging from private to corporate.
In addition their assets are shrinking. It doesn't
show on their books, but many of the bonds which
they have stored in their vaults are worth
significantly less today then when they bought
them. Again, it doesn't matter unless they need
money to pay off depositors wishing to withdraw to
safer places.
On top of that we have to contemplate the
meaning of the, failure of Germany's Bankhaus
Herstatt. The rumor is that an unknown number of
American banks were partially caught in that ruin,
but that is of less importance than that the Herstatt
collpase is symptomatic of a frightful European
banking mess in which a number of our own banks
may be very badly compromised.
None of this need make you bolt and run to get
your money out. Unlike the case during the Great
Depression, the government will use the Federal
Reserve to keep the banks' doors open, cost what it
may, and that may be plenty. The consequence of a
bail out, which is probably already many times that
of a Penn Central, won't be nice.
But at this moment we mus.t prop up the banks.
Sometime soon, however, a few high federal
officials are going to have to talk about this publicly
and candidly; and Congress is going to have to ask
the same questions they asked, and didn't answer in
the 1930s, about how high and how crazy we can
let our debt structure get.

Staff _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Advertising
Business MahagC~r

Dan Butler
Chris Eaby
Gail Gottlieb
Jeff Hudson
Bob Bess

Kendall Hanson
Dick Kelleher
Orlando Medina
Joe Monahan

Michael O'Connor
Diane Ross
John Rucker
Diane Taylor

Harry Chapman
Mike Davis

Dean Carroll
Bill Halsey

Wendy A><eltod
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New Funding Program
Could Impr-ove Education

By JOHN RUCKER
Questions of economics and university
;..
finances are seldom undetstood by students but
:=01
a.
ne~ funding program endorsed by UNM \s of
~
VItal Importance to any student body, especially
that, segment which plans on doing graduate
res(ilarch or attending professional schools upon
,
~ graduating.
The
plan
is
called
differential funding, and if
~·
.the
Board
of Educational Finance
approved
by
.z: (BEF) could greatly improve
the quality of
ati education at UNM.
~
University funding is presently ca)j:u)ated for a
&! ratio of 22 full time equivalent students (FTE)
. P,er protessor, regardless of clpss level.
"We are looking for a redefinition of the full
time equiVPient student," Sllid Academic Affairs
Vice President Chester Travelstead. "The state
presently adds up the hours of all students
enrolled in the university, even part-time
students taking only one or two hours and
divides by sixteen. 'Ibis defines the number of
FTEs attending UNM in a semester. We want 15
credit hours to be used as a guideline for
undergraduates and 12 hours in determining grad
FTEs."
What Travelstead is saying is that the
legislature defines 16 hours as a full semester
load for every student in the university. UNM has
asked that 15 hours be made a full load for
. undergraduates and only 12 for the harder grad
courses. :I'he 15/12 calculation is already in use
by UNM, but not by the legislature.

Anyone who rides hls[her bicycle to
school is advised that there is a
fenced-in bicycle lot behind Cal1isle
Gym. It will be watched every
weekday fr<!m IHi.
Delta Sigma Piil professlooal business
fraternity, wi hold w infonnal
meeting tonight at 7:30 p,!l. Location

to be announced.

·S

Funds Could lncrea!ie
UNM, with over 60% of the graduate students

in New Mexico, would realize- a considerable
boost'in funds (about 25%) for grad programs. ,
Establishing a more realistic estimate of FTEs
is only half the struggle. As mentioned, UNM (as
are all other state universities) is funded at 22:1
faculty to student (FTS) ratio. Naturally, upper
level and graduate programs (especially health
and law schools) require much lower faculty to.
student ratios.
"Although 22:1 is our across the board ratio,
we've been forced to have ratios of about 36:1
for lower level classes (100 and 200 levels), 18:1
for upper level undergraduate classes and 9:1 for
•
graduate classes,·~ Travelstead said.
Bearing in mind that 36 FTE students can be
equivalent to up to double that number of actual.
bodies in a claSS", the 22:1 • ratio leads to
overcrowding ,(the introductory psychology
classes are a good example) and charges of graft
when lower level instructors find their budgets
are actually less than the state's 22:1 funding.
"With a larger number of FTE undergrads and
a much larger number of grad FTEs, we would be
able to hire more .faculty members, pay higher
salaries and reduce the size of classes so that
students could receive more individuaJ
attention," Travelstead said. "We are asking for
ratios of 26:1 for lower level classes, 18:1 for the
upper levels, and 8:1 for grad classes."
Silverman Wants Change

Another man who is very concerned with the
FTE-FTS debate is Paul Silverman, the VP for
Research and Graduate Affairs.
"We need an appropriate formula which
reflects the special needs of graduate education.
Our most significant activity is working to have
fiscal recognition of upper division needs. It is

.fll
TRAIL HAUS.

Travelstead: "We would be
to hire more
faculty member~. pay highersalaries and reduce
the size of classes. "

TRAIL HAUS

absolutely urgent to .reduce the ratios. The
faculty is grossly overloaded and grossly
underfunded," he said.
"We need to get behind differential funding.
Students and parents need to actively support it.
The logic behind . differential funding is
irrefqtable."
.
,
If the logic is irrefutable, then why hasn't
differential funding already been approved by
the BEF? As with nearly everything in New
Mexico, the answer boils down to politics.

Relax
Your I. D.
Covers

Albq. Litcks Representation

The BEF; with representatives from 11
districts, has only one member, Sherman
Anderson, from Bernalillo County. This means
that Albuquerque, with about one third of the
state's population, and over half of the college
students in New Mexico, bas the equivalent of
less than 10% representation.
This, coupled with what has been termed
"rural bias" on the part of the less developed
counties' representatives, goes far in explaining
why both Albuquerque and UNM in particular
have hard times in getting adequate funding.
"One way to soothe this delicate political
situation," Travelstead said, "is to fund all
institutions at higher levels than previous years,
so that even though they are getting less funding
on a percentage basis (due to a redefinition of
the FTE/FTS), they would be receiving more
money quantitatively. UNM will get a bigger slice
of pie, but the pie would be bigger."
Travelstead said he eventually hopes to reduce
the faculty-student ratio to levels which
realistically reflect the needs of individual
courses of instruction. For example, the School
of Nursing, wboich encounters frequent
complaints about crowded classes, could operate
at a ratio of six students per professor at some
future date.

What Caused Indian Reviva/7
Who invented the Indians and
why? What has triggered the
recent revival ot interest in Indian
lifestyles?
These questions will be the
basis for discUliSion in "The White
Indians: Myths About the Native
People and Nati,e Lands," a
one-credit-hour course offered
this semester by the
Undergraduate Scmioor Program.
The course will be headed by
Stan Steiner, a nationally known
writer and authority on minority
problems.
"We are very fortunate to have
Stan Steiner with us this
semester," Sllid Professor John

Outfitters for ski touring and backpacking
Sales-service-rentals-clinics
since 1967
256-9190
1031 San Mateo S.E.

Howarth, director of the General
Honors and Undergraduate
Seminar Programs. "One of the
things we like to do· is to give
students an opportunity to meet
and work with off-campus: experts
in various fields."
Steiner is the author of a
number of books including "The
New Indians," "La Raza-the
Mexican Americans," and "The

Way-an Anthology of American
Indian Literature," this last in
collaboration with Shirley Hill
Witt.
Some spaces remain available
for the class which will meet every
Thursday, 2-3:50 p.m. jleginning
Sept. 5. Cards may be obtained at
the new Honors Center (west wing
of the ground floor-Humanities
Building) for the seminar.

· We can fill all your needs for
Muscle Pol"(ered travel

Tents-Kayaks-Rucksacks.
Fine Boots, Foods and Backpacks
MOUN1AINS

-··".RIVERs

.......__....- 2210Cenual SE 268-4876 ......_.~
across from YALE Park

FREE CHEC.KING
•

at
CITIZENS BANK.

No more worries o~er Checking Service Fees. Just ·
bring a student I.D. to Citizens Bank, and receive a
FREE Checking Account Service that Includes free
Bank·bY·Mall. with postage paid both ways. Why
pay for something you can get Free?
This Offer Includes:
• Facility, Staff, Employees a.
Non-Profit Organizations of your school.

LOCATED EAST OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.
(JUST AFEW BLOCKS)-ON CANDELARIA. OPENTIL6:00

CITIZENS
BANK
CF ALBUGUERGUE

cb

3 Full Service Banks

Phone 298·8777

2500 Louisiana, NE
2901 Candelaria, NE
1213 San Pedro, NE ·

FDIE
MEMBtA OF FOIC
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Soldier 'Just Had To Fly'

World
Nezvs
By United Press Internati'onal

Pre$ident's Father Kidnapped
GHADALAJARA, MEXICO ,(UPI)-Terrorists Wednesday
abducted the 83-year-old father-in:law of Mexican President
Luis Echeverria, defying the government's staunch refusals
. negotiate with kidnapers on any terms since 1973.
Police said J. Guadalupe 'Zuno Hernandez was riding in a
new blt,1e luxury sedan, driven by his chauff(lur · when four
armed men uaing a 1966, 1967 or 1968 car of u~determined
make intercepted him and took him away after beating and
subduing the chaffeur.
·

to

Ehrlich man's Request Denied
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
Wednesd;~y rejected John D. Ehrlichman's demand for a
lengthy delay in the Watergate cover-up trial due to start Sept.
30.
'
Ehdichman, unhappy with a brief three-week postponement
won last week, has asked Burger to order the trial stalled at
least until January to let publicity over former President
Nixon's resignation die down and allow defendants more time
to prepare their cases.
The Supreme Court is now in recess. The appeal was filed
routinely with Burger, who has supervisory authority over the
federal courts in the District of Columbia.
Ehrlichman is orie of six former high Nixon aides who are to
go on trial Sept. 30 before U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica.
Sirica initially rejected requests from tour of the
defendants, including Ehrlichman, for a lengthy delay in the
trial. But he relented last Thursday after the U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia "suggested" that a
three-to-four week postponement might be a good idea.
The trial had been scheduled to begin Sept. 9.

Ford Defends Amnesty
WASHINGTON (UPI)-President Ford Wednesday defended
his recent support of limited amnesty for draft dodgers, saying
it could not be characterized in the political spectrum either
"right or left."
,
Ford discussed amnesty briefly during his first presidential
news conference when he was told by a reporter that ltis
"natural conservative allies are grumbling that you're moving
too far to the left."

FT. MEADE, MD. (UPI)-A
young army mechanic pleading
for a light sentence Wednesday
told a military jury he flew a
stolen Army helicopter to the
White House lawn in February
because he was so depressed, "I
just had to fly.
. "I decided I was goipg to go
flying," said Pfc. ·Robert K.
Preston of Panama City, Fla. "I
was almost hoping I would get
caught. I lifted the aircraft off the
ground. My adrenalin started

flowing. My heart started beating.
I was in control of an aircraft
again."
·
The 20-year·old Preston' has
pleaded guilty to two charges
which carry a maximum sentence
of 2'h years at hard labor and a
dishonorable discharge in
connection with the Feb. 16
incident.
The military jury began
considering Preston's sentence
Wednesday evening, but after 38
minutes, recessed until Thursday

"Their motive had mystery,"
Karam said. "They didn't plan. •
On the spur of the moment they
decided to· do it and sometimes
they would kill. There was no
remorse.
"I can't think of <1 more
deserving bunch for the electric
chair," he said.
In all five men imd one woman
were charged with capital murder.
They were Vargas, his sister,

~

z

rooming. It said the quantity of ~
evidence was too great to reach an ~
immediate decision.
~
Preston said he first landed on ~·
the White House lawn for eight o
minutes. When nobody~
interferred, he look off, then tried ~
a second landing to surrender.
'<
"I figured the White House
would have an interest in g'
individual peoples' problems," he •
said. "I tho~ght I· would be ::
treated 'just and fairly. That's ",§
wqat this country is built on."
[!!.

S

Killers Did. It 'For Kicks'
HOUSTON (UPl)-Two of the
four men chained together in
front of a plain desk in the police
homicide division talked freely.
They said they murdered "for
kicks" and had no remorse.
Western ·suited detectives
gathered in the spartan room and
stared at the men, looks of
wonder occasionally showing.
They told newsmen the ·four
were part of the "Brady
Bunch "-a leaderless
robbery-murder gang believed
responsible for at least six
murdets.
"I don't have much to say," a
heavily tatooed suspect, Richard
Vargas, 23, said. "Only that it
didn't bother me at all.
"I did it for kicks. I shot one in
the head. I stabbed them. I didn't
think of running over them or I
would have run over them, too."
Assistant District Attorney
George Karam said sheriff's
deputies, Houston police officers
and undercove1 agents had
worked on the case for two
months. He said at least six
murders and 30 robberies were
solved."

,..""'

EmiJ'y Vargas Saenz, 20, Joe
Louis, 24, Angel Fuentes, 21,
Ernest Moya, 34, and Bernardino
Sierra, 25.
Vargas, Louis, Fuentes and
Sierra, dressed in baggy white jail
uniforms, asked to talk with
newsmen. Louis and Fuentes said
little.
Sierra said they took the name
"Brady Bunch" because one of
the vict(ms was killed on Brady
Street.
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Campus life takes on
many guises, some days _you
· ~ will· see people playing in
H the fountain, riding bikes or
~ in deep contemplation, so
t! ·open your eyes and
-~ experience the Images.
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Attitude
Adiustment
Hour
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S+leJJ::M-T-W-TH
4:30 to 6:00
50c Cocktail Drinks
$1.00 Pitcher of Beer

For Appointments Call
Ron Cisneros

255-3279
107 WASHINGTON S.E.
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Paintings,
Pipes &.Papers,
Otganlc Ptoducts,

Gold Stteet Cltcus

1820 Centtal S.E.
243-1988

Kama Sutta, Pedumed Oils, Soaps,
Shltts (Imported ftom Ecuadot & Ball)
Tapesttles (J4.35-J5.35 ), Jute Rugs, Plants,
Shampoos, Beads (lmpotted from China & Aftlca),

Open
mon. thtu· Sat.
10 am-6:30pm

-

3:00 to 6:00
50c <;ocktail Drinks
every Friday
Pizza Slices 2 for 25c
$1.00 Pitcher of Beer

'·

we are

•

Bull Session
Buy one Schlitz Malt Liquor
get one FREE
7:00.to 9:00

Dr. Demento
Sun. at 7 pm

September 11 th
(Wednesday)

.
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You ffiissed It, Folks
By DAN BUTLER
It's all over now. And maybe
you missed it. The season of opera
in Santa Fe was. recently
concluded.
·
The sets have now been packed
up in storage. The talented singers
have gone back to Frankfurt, New
York, Berlin, San Francisco,
Seattle. The excellent orchestra is
dispersed, and the outdoor
theatre-its magnificent concrete
shield projecting upwards into the
cle_an, clear air outdoors near
Santa Fe- projects over rows of
empty seats, all open to the night.
The silent stars, which have
watched over so much music, now
sit silent over an empty 'opera
house.
Five works were·performed by
the Santa Fe Opera company this
season,
For the sixth time in their
history, the S.F.O, was mobilized
in a beautiful production of
Puccini's La Boheme, Last season,

it was the production that made Krzystot, Pendcrecki,
me a permanent fan and promoter Shostakovich, and the like, And I
of the Santa Fe Opera; and they really would like to see them do
performed it again in the summer some Brecht-Weill . , .
of '7 4. In addition, Santa Fe
As August ends and passes into
·premiered another significant September, the Santa Fe Opera's
·work this year (L'Egisto by 19 7 4 season becomes only a
Cavalli), staged again The Magic pageant of beautiful memories-of
Flute by Mozart, and repeated immortal music, of young and
their crowd-pleasing La Grande exciting talent, of gorgeous
Duchesse de Gerolstein. But the d i s.p I a y and· intelligent
work I most wanted to see this direction-all in •a setting of
season was Lulu, a modem natural beauty. Some persons will
composition by Alban Berg, first no doubt remember the laughter
performed in Zurich in 1937 and and the fireworks of Offenbach,
its American premiere another others will savor the problematical
credit of S.F .0. I liked the music twelve-tone composition of Alban
of Lulu very much, somewhat to Berg, ~;nd still · others will
my surprise, but found the remember the timeless excellence
'wicked woman' plot a little thin. of Mozart and Puccini.
I have only a single criticism of
Months from now-at a time
the Opera. In the few years I've . when readers will have long since
watched it, I've not seen a single forgotten this notice-there will
"socially conscious" production. again be magic, beauty, spectacle .
Not that it hasn't been done near Santa Fe.
before: Santa Fe has premiered
Did you miss it this year? I
fine works by Hans Werner Henze, advise you-don't miss it again.

srwm . . . flee
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I still don't know who
Jonathan Kelly is, but I do know
• that he performs very fine music.
Kelly is a professional and the
By DICK KELLEHER
album will not only make it in the
When I picked this album out FM market, but should get airplay
of a stack' of records Jon on AM stations too. The· best
Bowman handed me, I did not compliment I can give
. ' the guy-is
know who Jonathan Kelly was,
what sort of music he performed,
or even his writing style. I had
picked the album because of the
cover; Kelly looks a bit like
George Harrison.
'•
It was with anticipation that I
rushed home and placed a
well-worn needle into the grooves that I would put out four or five
of the record. What came out, to dollars for this album.
my surprise, was one of the best
The first side tends to be
singing voices I have mostly ballad-type 'music, but the
heard-performing music so vastly second side. opens with a
diversified that I can only describe revolutionary rock song, "We Are
it as a cross between ballad and The People." Well, maybe it isn't
rock.
.revolutionary, but it hinfs at it.

•••

Hatfield meets
"Lobo Lellion"
By Jackson Cole
(Popular Library/75 cents)

•••

(Arts & Media Ed. Note: One
criticism frequently leveled
against the staff is that our review
material and reviewers aren't in
touclz . with the populace. Like
most artsy-fartsy types, we've
been branded cultural snobs and
bastards. Last year, RoBS Perkal,
ASUNM President, even vetoed
Student Government funds to the
Lobo in part · because of that
infamoUB institution, "the record
review." He wanted 110mething
relevant and although late, we
hope to redeem our standing with
this, our bid to the boobs. What
could be more appropriate for
starters than a review of the
perennial ·Western classic, "The
Lobo Legion."
"You mean you come up here
alone?" said Drago.
"Why not? You know I always
.
work solo ••• "
That's the tenor of Jackson
Cole's "The Lobo Lellion" set by

th~

I thought I had recognized a
couple of familiar names, Peter
Wood and Larry Steel, but my
musical adviser-friend-and-formerroommate at the off-campus
record store, feels that they are
j!lst studio musicians.
The thing I've waited to
mention till last, because people
have tried to peg this label on too
many new artists, is that on one
song, "The Train Song," Kelly's
vocal phrasing and guitar styling is
as near to identicll) of Mr. Dylan
as some of the White Wonder
bootleg albums I've heard.

I have added this album to my
permanent record collection, and
I hope. the PEC has the sense to
pick up Kelly, before he makes it
big, and bring him to the SUB
Ballroom for a couple of bucks a
head.

Lobo Le_gion

·TBB LOBO LIION
fie rnde h<U b"'t k>r ""'""'" •l•i"'\ I'» utti< r;.ders

an invincible character, Jim
Hatfield.
Hatfield, labeled the "Lone
Wolf Ranger," moseys out to
track down the notorious "Lobo
Legion," a band of cut-throats
and cattle rustlers who in Cole's
words· irihabit "the malignant
expanse of the Indian Nations,
that raw and untamed trouble

spot in the Western plains which
stretched north to meet. a
shimmering horizon so remote it
tired the eye." With the exception
of the part about the Indian
Nation and the horizon, this
description might easily fit
Popejoy Hall in its present state.
• The "Lobo Legion" was
copyrighted in 1950 and printed
in the United States. Only in
America.
The "Legion" ifself bl!ars some
resemblance to quite a few of
UNM's own Lobos. It is headed
by Senor Wolfhead, so called
because of the wolf pelt be wears
over his head. The story line will
not be damaged too much if you
know that Wolfhead is in reality
Sam Kerrigan, the Mayor and
liquor distributor of Wagontrack,
the central town of the story.
If you enjoy pulp-paper names
like sheriff Buck Drago, One-eye
Westrip, and the Cherokee Kid or
·even visions of the Lone Star state
when "The only law came out of
a gun," the "Lobo Legion" might
be for you.
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THE UNIVE:RSITY OF NEW ME~ICO
DIViSIO~ OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

-----lAND COMMUNITY SERVICES
Community College

Fa111974
Non-Credit Course Schedule
Adobf-Bulld·II·Vou.,elrl
.Arts aiid Crafls ofTheS.W.Indlans
Aslrology I
Backpocklng
The Black Expcrlcnceln America
Bndy Mo•emenf
Bridge
•
Cabl• T•t .. lslon Prnducdon
Ceramics
Certlfled Pror. Setrelary, Rcvlewl
Chintsel
Chrl•tlan Valutsln ConlemporarySodely
Conlcmporory Doll Making
Couple.: The Promise. and
Problems ofPolrlng
Cr.. rl~e Writing: Ficllon
DJ.. onlln America
Eslate Planning
The Figure: Dnwlng and Palnllng
Flomenco DaMe
Freehand Drowlng
French I
Gomlng, Ca•lnoSiyle
Gardening rorFalland Wlnler
Geology of New Mexico
Gennan I
Golr
GMernmenl Colli!lru<llonConltacllng
Gmerrmenr Conine! Admin.. Adunced
Guitar I. II
Hannonic1
Hurt Attack!
Historic Archeology: Fleltl Seoslon
HlstoryofNM and thes.w.. Js-0-1811
lndoorPionts

lnvtstlng In Ihe MndemSeturlll .. Market
Japan.,.el
Jcwelry Making, Bog. and Adv.
Know Your Automobile
Law for I he Layman
Le•Uher: Conlemporary Art~ •nd
Crafi•Medla
Me•lranFolk Dance
,
MlneraiOf!y-Modern Collecdng
Na•ajol
TheN ow Cook
New Mexico Cookery
New World Wea•lng
Polnllng, Beg. and lnlennedlale
Photograehy I
Pholography dorkroom Technlqu.. 1,11
Physical Fltlle'IS Prngnm for Adulls
Plano I, II
Pr..Columhlan ArtandArcheolngy
R..tdenllol LanchrapeArchltetlllre
SrieMe Fiction
SeubaDhlng
Spanlml.II,JII,IV, V
Speed Rea din•
The Story of Albuquerque
Superri•lng P"""e
S"'111111ln•l mpnwemenr
T'al Chi Ch1Jan
Volkswagen Malnlenanre
Wearing• and Wallhanglngo
Wekllng, Acetylene
Wekllng. E lecrrit
Wildflower!! of New Mexico
Woodworking
'
Vng1,Hatha

Registration Aug. 31, Sept. 3-4
At the•Arena
Call277-2215
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Jonathon Kelly-"Professional S~und~'
"Twice..Around The Houses"
Jonathan Kelly
(RCA/1pl·5028)
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teline;s·GrCind Guig noI..

"Rigadoon"
[o By Louis-Ferdinand Celine
by Ralph Manheim
~ Translated
Delacorte/$8.95
0
"' "' "'
By KARL VERA
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Louis-Ferdinand Celine
(1896·1961) has been stigmatized
as the writer whose masterwork,
JOURNEY TO THE END OF
THE NIGHT, caught the spirit of
the Great Depression. The
correlation is easily drawn; the
book is pretty depressing. At the
time JOURNEY came out in 1932
it was celebrated as the ultima
Thule of pessimism by' a
generation already lost in Eliot's
Wasteland.
.
The semi-autobiographical
nature of all of Celine 's novels
show clearly that, given the rosiest
of events, he had an obsession for
revealing the seamy side of the
velvet lining. A practicing doctor
four years before he published his
first book, Celine took the skill of
vivisection into the domain of
letters. Whereas another one of his
countrymen, Marcel Proust, used
psychological perspicacity to
delve into his characters Celine
used the scalpel to eviscerate the
most disgusting aspects of human
nature.
Most of Celine 's characters are
belabored by constantly sensing
the dark side of human impulses.
They wander about in a plane of
delirium, suffering from paranoia
an d distrust. Celine 's hero in
JOURNEY, Bardamu, is one giant
persecution complex. "One may
as well realize," he says as he fears
for his life on a passenger boat to
Africa, "that in everyday life at
least a hundred people thirst for
your miserable life in the course
of a single ordinary day-all those
people, for instance, whom you
annoy by being ahead of them in
the Underground queue; all the
people who pass by your
apartment and haven't one of
their own; all those who would
like you to hurry up and come
out of the lavatory so that they
can go in there themselves; your
children too, and a host of
others."
.
Celine's style, a tenuous
connection of irritated nerve
endings, came parUy from a
wound he received in World War I
that left him with insomnia,
headaches, and a continual roaring
in his ears.

After he wrote JOURNEY
Celine came to believe that
French literary language was an
emasculated, dried up form of
sPeech used by shriveled
academics. It was time for a
renewal. He claimed emotion
should be captured by the spoken
tongue and by sticking to this
tenet he was to further
revolutionize French prose with
his next book.
In his second novel DEATH ON
THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
sentencesaretornupfragmenfsof
conversation put together with
impassioned fury. It is a

.21
,_
Louis-Ferdinand Celine

last-minute gospel of dialogue
recounting his early life a:> the son
of two struggling entrepreneuring
parents rushing about scouring up
spare francs, whose household was
so frantic Celine's early years were
marred by the guilt of always
shitting in his pants because he
didn't have time to go to the
bathroom. With his fractured
syntax the reader's eyes jump
from ellipsis to ellipsis, catching
the fervor, experiencing the
harried feelings of the French
petty bourgeois scrambling for all
the mezuma they can get as Celine
scorifies them with his acidly
funny pen.
Caught with his parents on a
"pleasure" cruise to England, the
whole boat gets seasick: "You
see," she says to me in the middle
of the terrible plummeting .•• "You see, Ferdinand, you
still have some of that tuna fish
on your stomach too .•. " We try
again in unison. Bouah! and
another Bouah! .•. She was
mistaken, it was the
pancakes ••• 'With a little more
effort I think I could bring up

...

French fries ... if I emptied all
my guts out on deck ... I
try ..• I struggle , , . I push like
mad , .. A fierf)e wave beats down
on the rail, smacks against the
deck, rises, gushes, rolls back,
sweeps the steerage ... The foam
stirs up the garbage and spins it
around between us •.• We
swallow some of it ... We spit it
up again ... At every plunge the
soul flies away , .. at every rise
you recapture it in a wave of
mucus and stink .•. "
With DEATH ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN pulbished
in '1936 Celine crested to the
pinnacle of his popularity. Not
one to curry public favor, he
began to publish racist pamphlets
and had to flee to Germany when
the second World War started.
There he was imprisoned by the
Germans for failure to participate
in Nazi propaganda. He managed
to be freed towards the end of the
war and spent the last ten years of
his life as a wandering outcast.
He wrote a trilogy about his
experiences during the war; the
first two, CASTLE TO CASTLE
and NORTH, were published
shortly before he died in 1961.
The third part of his chronicle,
RIGADOON, dealing with the
nightmare aspects of Europe
toward the end of the war, was
published posthumously and
wasn't translated until 197 4.
The translation of RIGADOON
is Celine at his most hallucinatory
and cosmically paranoid best. A
more gruesomely vivid depiction
of the war is hard to find

anywHere~ As buildings go up· in··
green and violet flames from
English phosphorus bombs and
citizens arc entombed in the sticky
sludge of melted asphalt, Celine
realizes that news reels and movies
will never capture the horrifying
moment. "Oh, I can't be
wrong! .. , but this Hotel
Esplanade is all split open ... the
roof's hanging down in
front , , . the effect •. surrealist I
was going to say. , . not as
scrambled as those paintings, but
pretty near • , . except that the
paintings are practically
odorless ... and here there was all
the smell you could ask
for ... acrid ... with a slight
tinge of corpse ... "
Except for Celine's insane fears
about the mongrelization of the
white race by the Chinese,
RIGADOOI\1 is one of his best

0
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over the world. Special discounts
to Fraternities and Sororities.

purchase.

attempts at perfecting his style of
Grand Guignol, horror and
sensationalism at its highwired
peak, making his early doleful
ventm·es into the human psyche
almost lighthearted,
With RIGADOON Celine
reached the conclusion that an
apocalyptic end was in store for
the human race and it is with rage
that he shocks the reader with the
taste of his/her own shit. Foul!
One might even say, "Bouah!"
Celine said it differently in
JOURNEY: "There is nothing
frightful in us and on earth and
perhaps in heaven above except
what has not yet been said. We
shall never be at peace until
everything has been said, once and
for all time; then there will be
silence and one will no longer be
afraid of being silent. It will be all
right then."

RECORD
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1710 CENTRAL S .E.
(IN THE RED HOT PANTS MALL)
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Women Field Nine Teams
With the addition of track and
field, UNM will field nine teams in
women's intercollegiate athletics
this year.
UNM was thE! first school in the
country to offer athletic
scholarships to women after the
Association for IntercollE!giate
Athletics for Women (the national
governing body for women's
athletics) was forced to drop their
regulation which prohibited
athletic scholarships for women
when a law suit charging sex
discrimination was filed against
them.

program at UNM is Linda Estes,
director of women's athletics.
Estes, the first woman in UNM's
history -to sit on the athletic
council bas been quoted in three
na tiona! magazines-Sports
Illustrated, Ms,, and Women
Sports during the past month.
Cathy Marpe coaches three of
the teams: volleyball, basketball,
and track. Her volleyball team has
seven returning players and two
highly regarded freshmen.
Last year's basketball team
defeated both Arizona State, and
Arizona on the same day and

Daily lobo

Sports
It was not until a year later that
such schools as Stanfqrd, Texas,
Arizona State, Arizona, and a few
other !Juoge universities began their
athletic scholarship program for
women.
The nine sports UNM will field
teams in this year are basketball,
field hockey, golf, gymnastics,
skiing, swimming, tennis, track
and field, and volleyball.
The person primarily
responsible for the progress of the
women's ,intercollegiate athletic

Is Malone
Pro Or Am
?•

?•

?•

Moses Malone yesterday said
that he has not yet signed a
professional contract with the
Utah Stars as reports said.
Malone didn't show up for an
airline flight which was expected
to take him to New York; and a
news conference where his"signing
was to be announced.
An ABA spokesman said the
conference was later postponed.
Classes at MarYland, the school
which Malone will attend if he
doesn't go pro began yesterday
and reports said that he didn't
attend his first class.
The report that Malone bad or
was about to sign a contract told
of a contract close to $3 million
spread over a 13 year period.
Under ABA rules, Malone must
sign by Sept. 1.

cR

be strong after a good recruiting
year.
Rick Klatt coaches both the
men's and women's swimming and
will be hard put to find a
replacement for Cathy Carr, who
transferred to a California school
in order to study to be a dietici@n.
The team will still have several
strong individual swimmers,
though.
The gymnastics team is
presently being coacheJ by Janet
Blair., Strong recruiting in this
sport is expected to make them
much improved.
George Brooks coaches both
the men and women's ski teams
and should have another
outstanding year.
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Don't get your hopes up for a winning football team this year but
:= expect it to be exciting.

.,

~

.

For the first time in a long time the Lobos will be going to the air
they won't be the only ones high at the games. AU home games
this year are at night which you veterans know provides the terrific
camouflage for smuggling in booze.
'
. Lined from end to end, the bottles found after the crowd was
gone last season would put Norm Ellenberger's travels to shame.
The nighttime schedule shouldn't be the only exciting part of the
season but just in case it's nice to know it's there.
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Bill Mondt has done a good job. He's installed ·a new pro-set
offense which basically allows five receivers to be ready for the pass.
He's installed a fifty defense which· according to Mondt .is quick
which may help if the students ever decide to get rid of their
empties,
And for a little peezaz be's thrown in new uniforms which
promise to look good under the lights.

finished respectably despite the
youth and inexperience.
Marpe will be faced with more
inexperience as she tries to
establish a track and field team.
Beverly Quinlin coaches the
field hockey te;~m which begins
praptice Sept. 11.
The golf team is coached by AI
Locato, one of three men coaches
in the women's intercollegiate
program. Lovato expects this
year's team to the the strongest in
UNM's historY in spite of the loss
of all American golfer Alexandra
Reinhardt who turned pro.
Linda Estes also coaches the
tennis team which is expected to

The new "30" rule is sure to help Lobo football in the future, as
it will with all unsuccessful teams. It allows each college football
team to sign only 30 new players each season. This prevents the
Notre Dames and Southern Cals from taking all the stars and
leaving less gifted schools with the leftovers.

Recruiters from the UNM School of
Medicine will be in Room 233 of the
SUB today and tomorrow from 1·4
p.m. Info on premedical course
.requirements lblancial assistance
cuniculum, &J!p)ication procedures anil
deadlines wlll l)e available.·

DOES ANYONE really know what Moses Malone is going to be
doing come basketball season? Eddie Groth, r.ports information
director at UNM, said to feel free to print that Moses won't be
coming to UNM. But to tell the truth I don't feel free to print
anything. Yesterday the LOBO carried a storY saying that Malone
'had gone professional. That was later proven wrong. Today on the
left it tells that Malone may not go pro. By the time you read it that
may also be untrue. Sorry but let that be a lesson to you. Don't
believe ev~rything you read, and don't believe anything you read
about Malone. ·
· ·• .

SATURDAY· AUGUST 31
8:00PM

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT• SRO OUTLETS
GOLD STREET • ANTONIO'S • RIEDLING'S
CANDYMAN IN SANTA FE

Here's another prediction; Arizona State will agair< win the WAC
despite being underdogs for the iust time since 1968. They may
have lost Woody Green, Dan White, and Ben Malone but they still
have Frank Kush who has an overall record of 132-34-1 as head
coach. This is a .793 percentage which ranks him second among
' major college coaches to Joe Paterno ·of Penn State and ahead of
Darrell Royal, Bear Bryant, Woody Hayes, John McKay, and Ara
Parseghian.
LASTLY, WHY is it that of the $705,000 budget the UNMathletic
department gets, only $51,:ll!i> 1s allocated to the women? And why
is it that the women get only 20 scholarships while men's football
gets 105? Things are sure to improve; let's hope it's soon.

When you enroll in Air Force ROTC
you can get more: an opportunity for
a scholarship, a chance
for flying lessons . .. and
..

DISCOOtiT
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get a tax-free

WHERE YOU CAN GET EVERYTHING!
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•
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OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

MONDAY,TUESDAY,WEDNESDAY,THURSDAY
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY -12:00 PM to 2:00AM
SUNDAY 4:00PM to 12:00 AM

WRANGLER

TOBIAS

MADMAN

LEVI

JOEL

LEE
FOR GUYS N' GALS

The Hottest Brands Going!

COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB-ON TRANSFER -LETTERING.
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER BOARD
STENCILING MATE~IALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS /CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
. DRAFtiNG SUPPLIE'S AND PAPERS

RED HOT
PANTS

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING
METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3211
ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344·5002

..

HIDEOUT. ..

HANG TEN

ART SUPPLY

.

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

G~ME- ~

For Fashion

LAnG ELLS

•

Contact Major Austin, Air Force ROTC det. 510
at the University of New Mexi~o

YouR VfR.Y owN
PlYSH ·P:x»L ~l9R

HERE'S A PREDICTION: Eve! Kneivel won't succeed in his
Snake Canyon motorcycle jump Sept. 8, but he will live through it.
How? Did Jim Boggio every explain his predictions? (Come to think
of it be predicted Malone would come to UNM. Who knows?)

·•.

Linda Estes: The brawn behind
women's intercollegiate athletics
atUNM.

u

"Intramural Fun Day" the first
intramural activity of the semester
will be held tliis Friday at 1:30,
Tom Barnhart, of the
intramural-extramural activities
dept., said five events will be held'
on the fields just east of Johnson
Gym. .
Events include frisbee, football,
raw egg pass and catch, cooked
egg relay, frisbee throws for
distance and accuracy, and tug of
war.
The tug of war event requires
eight members per team and
Barnhart hopes fraternities and
sororities will take advantage of
this opportunity.
Everyone is. welcome and no
sign up is necessary. Just be out
on the fields at 1:30,

.

1710 Central SE ·

Mini Mall

by Garry Trudeau
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Lip Service is a LOBO-sponsored
student community service which
prints announcements of meetings and
other affairs of student organizations.
Announcements will normally run two
days prior to and on the day of th'
scheduled evant. Submiaions for this
column shoUld be taken to ASUNM
Public Relations/Information Office in
Room 248 of the SUB. Please keep
notices short and to the point.
UNM's yearbook, the Mirage, is now
taking applications for this year's staff.
Photographers, artists1,1ayout and copy
personnel, and secuon
editors are
needed. No preVious experience is
required-, For more info call the UNM
Alumni Association at 277·5808 or Jan
Holland, editor at .242·1718 or
247·4649.
.
The Christian Student Center will
hold its weekly meeting tonioot at 7
p.m. at the Christian St.udent Center,
Campus and Girard (almost).
Attention all you serummy little
ruggers out there who miss
loose-rucking after a quick up and
under there will be a box kicking,
drop kicking, ass kicking,_,!lnd more as
the Gentlemen on the uNM Rugby
Club converge, collapse and convene
Wednesdays about 5 p.m. behind
Johnson Gym,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 101! per word per day with a
$!,00 per day minimum charge, or 6t
per word per day with a 60C per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive days.
Tenns: Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall1 Room 132 .
or bJimaic

Clas11ifled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

1) PERSONALS
WISE? DO BE. Read Sky Words by RC;
pOlitics, anthrotheology, utrophyalca,
Atlantia. $12. Suite 6; 20& Columbia SE.
8/30
DELICIOUS FOOD - Reasonably priced:
12 :00·1 :tli, Mon.-Fri.: Canterbury Chapel, 426 University NE.
9/9
AGORA ill a UNM criaia center staffed by
by 11tudent volunteers who ean help in
personal crises and hu acci!ISII to In·
formation about services available to
people in the Albuquerque area. Every.
one is welcome, NW comer Mesa Vista
or call. 277-3013.
8/30
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who eare at Blrthrisht.
247-9819.

2)

•

LOST & FOUND

PLEASE, lost male Samoyed Puppy,
named Sasha, 4¥.z m011. old, all white,
stands lmee high. Lost at 1517 Gold SE,
may have been picked up near Indra·
pura. Please help find Suha. Cody or
Rick 242·3141.
9/6
FOUND: Student m, Delores Rick. May
claim Rm. 132. Marron Hall.

3) 'SERVICES
.TUTORING IN MATH, phyaiC!S. Graduate
with three years experience. 265·7304.

9/4

SHAKLEE FOOD SUPPLEMENTS: For
the finest ln vitamin, mineral, and pro• tein supplements, call 265-0137 for an
appointment. We'll call on you. ·
9/3
CLASSlCAL GUITAR INSTRUCTIONUNM guitar major student of Hector
Garcia, 266·2&96,
9/9
INSTRUMENT REPAm &: »lano tuninw.
Ten yean experience, aU work JrUilran•
teed, to arrange for pick-up, call 2437252.
. 8/30
PASSPORT, mENTIFICATION photos.
Loweet prices .In town, . fut, pleasing.
Near UNM. CaU 266-2444 or C!Otne to
1'117 Girard N.E. "

4)

~
......
~

Students this year are probably·
more serious than in the past
because of the tight job and
money situation jn the country.
At least that is the opinion of
Virginia M. Edgar, newly
appointed associate director of
financial aid at the Upiversity of
New Mexico ..
"The majority of the students
are marvelous. It seems that

l· r{fffl.~{f~N0.2::Jc~N·
7H/5/5
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Get Serious

FOR RENT

SHARE TWO BDRM apt.-female--no
parties allowed-$67.60 plus utilities on
San Pedro. ~E. 242·7&31 o_r 266•19,
9 3
FOR SHARE one-bdrm of house $6&.
Close to campus. Jeff. 877·4230.
9/6

Vietnam Veterans Against the
War/Winter Soldier Organization wants
you to do yow: bit for democracy by
part.icipating in . politics. Y. ou don't
have to be a vet to J9in. Call 268-1028
or come by the SUB next week and
look for the booth.
The Albq. · Boy~ott Committee wiU
meet today at Cl)icano Studies, 181.5
Roma N.E., at 7:30 p.m. Everyone JS
welcome. Boycott head lettuce, grapes
and Gallo wine.
AD students wishing to enter a
Teacher-Education P.rogram who have
earned 26 how:s credit with at least a
2.0 are requested to pick up a
"Screening Packet" in the CoDege of
Education. The . deadline to complete
and return the Packet is Sept. 6.
Any UNM woman under&raduate
carrying at least 12 hours who .is

students as people are taking z
themselvEls more seriously these ~
days," Edgar says.
a=
"I have never seen such high ~
grades as the students are ~·
producing this year, Usually the Q
cut-off for scholarships is 3.0 (a t::;j
·straight "B" average), but since ~ ·
there are more 4.0's (straight '<
"A") than all of the 3.0's ·we've
had to make the cut-off at 3. 7 .''

.S

1

7911

"BEST PICTURE" • ''BEST DJREC'rOR"
"BEST SCREENPLAY"• "BE~ u~~"~ESS"

willing to put in a lot of physical
exertion should meet tomorrow in
Carlisle Gym #8 at 3:30 p.m. to
discuss everything concerning the ·field
hockey team this season. You don't
have to be super at it-yet!
"
.
Enrollment deadline for student
health insurance iJi Sept, 1, For more
info contact Student Health Services at
277·3136 •.
Downright AugustJ _jazz-rock band,
will play on the UN M Mall tomorrow
afternoon. Everyone is invited.
.
Everyone is invited to participate in
tonight's WaJon Wheels. Square Dance
Club's dance. .
.
,
APPlications for positions on the
ASUNM fopular Entertainment
Committee must be in Room 242,
SUB, by tomorrow.

Eckankar

-NEW YORK FJLI.1 CRITICS

INGMAR BERGMAN'S
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Seminar at the Quality Jn·n
7.17 Central N. W,
11 am Sunday
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. the ancient science of
total awareness

#.,9,9

for information call 296-3954

~lJ.NMF.C

JUDO
",The Gentle Way" _

Albuquerque's Oldest School
of the Martial Arts

Judo Clubs, Inc.
4601 Lomas N E

842-6433

New Classes. Begin •
Tues. & Thur. 5-9pm~ Sat. 1·3:30 pm
KODAKA.N RECOGNIZED

Library Lounge

Call or Visit

Whether you drop_by in the
daytime to browse through the ,_
Library, or to relax and soak
up the easy listening.live folk
music offered, 7 nights a week,
its always nostalgic & mellow
in the Library.
Join your friends and study
· in the Library lounge.

Tues. & Thur, 5·9 pm
Sat. 1-3 :30 pm

SHARE THREE-BDRM house $86. UtiJ.
5) FORSALE
itie11 uaid, female. Princess Jeanne
Area, 294·8998.
9/6
FINE BOOTS, foods a backpacka. Tenta,
kaya\1, rucksacks. We can fiJI all :vour
FURNISHED NEW 1·bdrm and studfo11,
need11 for Mutele Powered TraveL
pool & jacuzzi, laundry, patios & BBQrs,
Mountains
A Riven. 2210 Central Ave.
twin or double beds. 3 furniture choices.
SE. 268·4876. aerou from Yale Park
Very mod $140 & $176 1-block from
8/29
Girard & Vail. The Forum, 2800 Vail
SE, 842·0112.
9/11
BICYCLES: over 100 of the finest Euro•
pean bicycles In stock, $90 to $600.
SHARE 3 BR HOUSE. $60 plus utilities, '
WORLD CHAMPION BICYCLES. 2122
Old Town area. Extru. 842·7434, 8/30
Coal Place SE. 848-9378.
trn
APARTMENT FOR .RENT. 1 bdrm, nice
'SKI TOURING&: BACKPACKING equip..
SE location. CaU Sandy 266·8657 or
ment from the profl!llllllonal'a at the
268·1167 If not in, leave message, 8/29
Trail Haus-Sale11, rentals, service, and
FURNISHED . APARTMENTS. AAA
elinlcs. Since 19670 New Mexico's lead·
Apartmenta. One; two, and ~hree rooma.
inrr ski tourintr center--'l'raU HaUl,
Very clean, near Univemlty and north
1031 San Mateo SE. 266-9190,
8/29
west. 242·7814, 24'7•1006, 242·18'11~ ttn
MUST SELL 1973 Honda CB 8SO. lrOOd •
FURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
condition. Call alter 12 noon, 21i&·l5tl48.
three bedrooma. Verv clean. Near Unl•
8/29
vemlty and north west. 242-'7814, 24'7·
1006, 242·1871.
Un
ANTIQUE CLOTHES: huge new selection of women'• a men's elothes :from
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS- An
Victorian to 1940•a. V elvet1 aUks, :flll'llo
apartment complex for the younl' and
knickel'll.
feather bou, 4 Jar&"e IIIIICJrt,o
the young at heart. Renta 11tart at •130.
ment of -'O'a dreae~~. The SOwer Sun· ...
Large swimming PGol. Efficiencies a
beam. 3409 Central NE
~1 bdrm avaUable, :furnished or unfurnished. Walkinl' distance to UNII.
WOW I Car 8-traek decb .28.96. United
1620 Univemity NE. 243-2494.
10/4
Freight Sales, 8920 San Mateo NE. tfn
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two. and
WOODEN V~ CAMERAS, d~~
three bedrooms. Ver:v clean. Near Unf·
tnJ•, stereo eal'ds a Yle'flll, antique
venlty and north wast. 242-7814, 247•
:furniture a quilta. The Silver Sunbeam.
1006, 242·18'71.
tfn
8409 Central NE
STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.95, 8 foot
5) FORSALE
eord, 110ft ear pads. United Frelaht
Sales. 8920 San Mateo NE.
tfn
20 PORTABLE TV'11 $80-$60, 441 Wyom•
ing NE, 256-5987.
10/28
BACKPACKERS - Come lnapeet New
Mexico's most complete aeleetion of
OLD MIRAGES 1967 throu~rh 1970. $1.00
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8118.
~--VIVITAR ENLARGER 66 w/lens for
35mnt much mlliCeJianeous darkroom
6) EMPLOYMENT
equipment-after li PM. 302 Tulane SE.
9/4
OPENINGS FOR CLUB LEADERS in
Y.M.C.A. prognun !or children ages 9·
19" GITANE w/26". wheels, Simplex de12. 10-12 hrs. per week at •3o.oo, call
raifeur, center puJJ brakes, Jugged frame.
8/30
266·6971 for more information.
Steve 294·8371.
· 9/4
THREE
EVENINGS
and
Saturdays.
.76
1965 OLDS 88 PS PB AC new tires,
weekly, Call 296-4466, 3-6 pm only. 8/29
brakes, trans. plus very reliable tranll•
portation $460 . 294·8493.
· 9/4
CONCESSION WORKERS NEEDED to
work at Santa Fe Fiesta August 30·
CHI!!AP HOUSEPLANTS I Enorntous seSept 2 (This weekend) and,State Fair.
lection. Saturday a Sunday. 1714 Coal
345-6830.
8/29
·Pl. SE.
8/30
PART·TIME . JOB, graduate students
TYPEWRITER - Smith Corona, Coronet
only, . Afternoon'S & evenings. Must be
automatic 12, electric, power return,
able to work Friday 4: Saturday nights.
$76. Stet«!! components, receiver, $76,
Must be over 21 yeam old. Apply . in
speakers . $100, Garrard SL95B turn·
· pertion, no uhone calls please. Salle WaY
table, $126, Sony TC630D tapedeck and •
Liquor Store, 5704 Lom1111 NE and lili16
acCI!l!Bories $175. llicycle Peugeot
Menaul NE.
9/18
PX10E, 11'76•. AU equipment In very
PART-TIME
counter
sale!!,
Must
be
able
gOOd condition. Call 242·616&.
9/3
to work some 'Week end hours. Apply fli
FURNITURE, USED but gOOd quality,
Pt:rsmt. University Dairy Queen, 2300
Panchos Golden Puerta, 7320 4th NW,
Central SE.
8/30
898-1234.
8/29
7) MISCELLANE9US
PADDLEBALL, RACQUETS and baUson sale .this week at the Bike Shop, 823
STUDY MIME: Mime, tap, children,
Yale SE. 842·9100.
~
adulta. Mime Experiment School, 842•
9/9
1080.
SKIS~ Red . Hot Roe 61i0's with . Look·
Nevada bindings, Call nlghta 266-6014.
KINDERGARTEN: NURSERY: near
UNM; ereath1e program, arM 2·6: daY ,
KINGSI~E WATERDEDS, $27.&0, eom•
p]ete system $69.9&, heaters $24.60.
eare, . the Girard Sehool, 801 Girard
Water TriPs, 3407 Central NE, 268NE, 266-2994 day, 268-9984 ev~nlnJP.
841ili,
9/23
9/6

5001 Lomas N.E.

Aug. 26 through the 31 "Early Peas" Duo
Sept. 1 Redding Bethea
Sept. 2 through the 14 ~~Glad Ragsu Trio
Joe Trum

Richard Eager

David Levine

MOTORSPORT

..

and

•

MOTORSPORT II

Beat the Parking Problem
-Used Bike SPECTACULAR

~

1
g~

1964 Nortcit] 400 cc a project bike $1 00.0~
1973 Suzuki TS50 perfect condition $325.00
1970 Honda CB 350 just overhauled $450.00
1973 Honda XL175 clean & economical $650.00
1974 Honda CB450 only 2,000 miles $1295.00

Y~maha

1970
200cc electric starter $295.00
1973 Honda SLOO a bargain $395.00
fl 1973 Suzuki TC125 Street or trail use $45o:oo .
f$. 1974 Harley Davidson Z90 only 10 miles$495.00
M
1973 Yamaha 175cc work or play $525.00
1.;
1974 H-D Soortster on···ly.lOO_ miles $2395.00
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1
. ~FREE KRW Hel.met w1th every purchasei~
~~~
!'OX

by UNM students
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16919 Montgomery
D 298-7521

•

333 San Pedto
265-6431
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